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Forest Finds 
Jen Parroccini & Lavender Lune Yarn Co. 

https://www.jpknitsthings.com/forest-finds 

About 

Forest Finds is a cardigan for slowing down. Crisp stitches and structural 

details recall the littlest details of a woodland treasure hunt, and the diag-

onals and long lines evoke all the branches, leaves and lamella of a har-

monious autumn ramble. In sportweight Roan, this sweater offers layering 

versatility and cozy comfort. 

Construction 

Forest Finds is worked in pieces with a unique assembly. The body is 

worked in several panels, all worked flat, which are joined with a three-

needle bind-off. The only seaming is the sides of the body and the 

sleeves. The sleeves are then attached using a three-needle bind-off.  

Stitches are picked up and knit for the hem, collar, and placket. The zipper 

is sewn in by hand. The pattern provides instructions for replacing the zip-

per with buttons. 

Your perfect fit 

This sweater is designed to fit bodies with breasts, and has more ease in 

the front than the back. For knitters who need extra space, the pattern also 

includes bust shaping in multiple sizes. 

https://www.jpknitsthings.com/forest-finds
https://www.ravelry.com/designers/jennifer-l-parroccini
https://www.instagram.com/jp_knits_things/
https://www.jpknitsthings.com/about
mailto:hello@jpknitsthings.com?subject=Gone%20to%20Seed%20Inquiry
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ABOUT JEN 

 

Based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Jen is a 

product of Maryland’s tidewater region, and 

her roots are in the shallow inland bays, rows 

of grain and fields of grass bent by the wind 

of flat horizons, and towering thunderheads 

piled high above sandy, hollow pine forests. 

Jen centers her work relentlessly around fit, 

size-inclusion, and heirloom finishing. She 

offers patterns, classes, grading and consult-

ing services to both knitters and designers. 

Her background includes tailoring, costum-

ing, and spreadsheet jockeying. 

For more biographical info and a values 

statement, visit her webpage.  For additional 

info on her framework for inclusion, click 

here. 

You can find more of Jen’s patterns on Ravel-

ry and Payhip, or on her webpage, here. 

https://www.jpknitsthings.com/about
https://www.jpknitsthings.com/post/my-framework-for-inclusion
https://www.jpknitsthings.com/post/my-framework-for-inclusion
https://www.ravelry.com/designers/jennifer-l-parroccini
https://www.ravelry.com/designers/jennifer-l-parroccini
https://payhip.com/JPKnitsThings
https://www.jpknitsthings.com/patterns


Pattern Specs 

Sizes: 1 (2, 3, 4, 5) [6, 7, 8] (9, 10, 11, 12) 

Finished full bust: 31.5 (35.75, 39.5, 43.75, 47.75) [51.75, 55.5, 59.75] (63.75, 67.5, 71.5, 75.75) inches / 

78.5 (89.5, 98.5, 109.5, 119.5) [129, 139, 149] (159, 169, 179, 189) cm 

Finished hip: 35 (39, 42.75, 47.5, 51.5) [55.25, 60.5, 62.75] (67, 71.25, 75.25, 79.25) inches / 88 (97.5, 

106.5, 118.5, 128.5) [138, 151, 157] (167, 178, 188, 198 cm 

Finished bicep: 12.75 (13.5, 14.5, 15.75, 16.75) [17.75, 19.5, 20.5] (22.5, 23, 24, 25) inches / 32 (34, 36.5, 

39, 41.5) [44.5, 48.5, 51.5] (56.5, 57.5, 60, 62.5) cm. 

1200 (1300, 1415, 1540, 1655) [1785, 1925, 2040] (2210, 2305, 2430, 2560) yds / 1095 (1185, 1290, 1410, 

1510) [1630, 1760, 1865] (2020, 2105, 2225, 2340) m 

Knitting an optional cup size will add 40 - 180 yds / 35 - 165 m. 

Photographed in size 5, cup 2, with approximately 2.75  inches of ease at the full bust., in colorway Olive 

You. 
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Styling Notes 

Forest Finds is the ideal midweight layering piece. 

For an outdoor look, pair it with canvas jeans and a 

flannel shirt. For a more delicate or indoor look, pair 

it with a linen pants and a soft t-shirt with a deep 

scoop neck. 

Whether you choose buttons or a zipper, the deep 

textured sophistication of this sweater makes it ideal 

for either a workplace or for casual wear. 

Links & Credits 

Technical Editor: Heather Storta 

Project Photography: Hypnotic Imagery, LLC 

Stock images from Unsplash, click photos for origi-

nal artist. 

Visit the pattern page: 

 https://www.jpknitsthings.com/gone-to-seed 

Yarn 

Gone to Seed is a collaboration with Lavender Lune 

Yarn Co.  using Roan or Sabino Sport. These yarns 

are 75% Targhee, 20% Cormo, and 5% Merino 

(Roan uses colored Merino, Sabino uses white), with 

295 yds per 100g skein. 

These are springy, rustic yarns with a slightly thick-

and-thin quality. They knit into a lofty, lightweight, 

medium-drape fabric. 

Knitters who struggle to wear rustic yarns against the 

skin will find Forest Finds is the perfect 

opportunity - the wide neckline and 

deep armholes leave ample room for 

layering.   

#ForestFindsSweater 
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